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Abstract
In this paper we investigate discriminative training of mod-

els and feature space for a multi-stream hidden Markov model
(HMM) based audio-visual speech recognizer (AVSR). Since
the two streams are used together in decoding, we propose to
train the parameters of the two streams jointly. This is in con-
trast to prior work which has considered discriminative training
of parameters in each stream independent of the other. In ex-
periments on a 20-speaker one-hour speaker independent test
set, we obtain 22% relative gain on AVSR performance over
A/V models whose parameters are trained separately, and 50%
relative gain on AVSR over the baseline maximum-likelihood
models. On a noisy (mismatched to training) test set, we ob-
tain 21% relative gain over A/V models whose parameters are
trained separately. This represents 30% relative improvement
over the maximum-likelihood baseline.
Index Terms: discriminative training, audio-visual speech
recognition, multi-stream HMM

1. Introduction
Audio-visual speech recognition (AVSR) has attracted signifi-
cant interest as a means of improving performance and robust-
ness over audio-only speech recognition [1, 2, 3], especially
in noisy environments [4, 5]. The most successful AVSR sys-
tems extract visual features from the facial region of interest and
combine them with acoustic features using multi-stream hidden
Markov models (HMMs).

However, in practical scenarios, where the subject’s pos-
ture and the environment lighting are hard to control (e.g in au-
tomobiles and offices), robust extraction of the visual speech
information becomes a rather challenging problem. It requires
accurate tracking of the speaker’s face and facial features (e.g.
mouth corners and lip contours), as well as successful compen-
sation for head pose and lighting variations.

These facts motivated various efforts to improve the robust-
ness of the visual stream. In [7] visual features are adapted
using feature space maximum likelihood linear transforms (fM-
LLR) to improve the visual stream in realistic environments.
fMLLR was shown to improve visual recognition word error
rate (WER) from 36% to 22% on continuous variable-length
digit recognition task, and adding a global non-linear Gaussian-
ization transform on top of fMLLR improved WER further to
20%. In [8] a multi-objective optimization function was pro-
posed to discrminatively train the visual HMM model. On an
isolated Korean digit task their objective function was shown to
be better than minimum classification error (MCE) and maxi-

mum mutual information (MMI) objective functions. Although
these efforts improve the performance based on the visual chan-
nel alone this is not enough to improve the overall ASR per-
formance, as was pointed out in the conclusion of [7]. Ideally
we would like the information in the visual stream to comple-
ment the audio stream so that the overall AVSR performance
improves.

Another focus for improving speech recognition systems
has been to focus on discriminative training of parameters using
techniques such as MMI, minimum phone error (MPE) [9] and
MPE trained features (fMPE) [10] that have shown consistent
improvements on various speech recognition tasks. These tech-
niques can be naturally extended to multi-stream HMM based
AVSR systems by applying these methods to each stream inde-
pendently. In [11] fMPE training was investigated for a multi-
stream HMM AVSR system. It was shown that fMPE trained
individually for each stream gave large improvements, and gave
even larger improvements for a system based on audio features
when features calculated from the video stream was made avail-
able to the fMPE training process. However, it was disappoint-
ing that the large gains from fMPE did not carry over to mis-
matched test conditions.

The focus of this paper is to train the parameters in each of
the streams (audio and visual) to optimize the performance of
the overall AVSR system. We do this in a discriminative train-
ing framework using the MPE criterion (although other discrim-
inative criteria could be used as well). Since the gap between
recognition accuracy from the audio and visual channels is huge
(for example, for continuous digit recognition task, audio accu-
racy is close to 98%, while visual accuracy is less than 70%),
the audio stream dominates the AVSR performance. The visual
stream serves as a complementary helper when the audio stream
is weak (for example in noisy conditions). This motivated us to
focus on training the parameters of the visual stream (model
and feature transform parameters) while trying to optimize the
video stream to optimize the overall performance.

We show in Section 6 that our proposed way of combined
audio-visual MPE/fMPE training indeed improves AVSR per-
formance over that of MPE/fMPE models trained independently
on the audio and visual streams. This improvement is achieved
in both matched and mismatched conditions. We also investi-
gate the effect of using feature space adaptation (fMLLR) esti-
mated from multi-stream HMMs applied on top of MPE/fMPE
models. We show that the gains obtained from joint training
carry over on top of the gains obtained by fMLLR adaptation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: our multi-
stream HMM system for AVSR is briefly reviewed in Section 2.
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Section 3 and Section 4 review MPE and fMPE (respectively)
and then describe how to train visual MPE/fMPE using com-
bined audio-visual information. Section 5 briefly describes the
application of fMLLR to our AVSR system. The experimental
setup and results are reported in Section 6, and conclusions are
drawn in Section 7.

2. Multi-stream HMM-based AVSR system
Our AVSR system is an HMM-based speech recognizer, with
appearance-based visual features and decision fusion for the au-
dio and visual streams (referred to as multi-stream HMMs).

The visual features are computed using a discrete Cosine
transform applied to the sub-image defined by the region of in-
terest. We then perform various processing steps to retain the
most useful information, to ensure the feature components are
uncorrelated and to match the sampling rate of the audio fea-
tures. The reader is referred to [5] for details of the feature
extraction.

The audio feature extraction is fairly standard: we use mean
normalized mel frequency cepstral coefficients (calculated us-
ing a sliding window of 25msec) followed by linear discrimi-
nant analysis (LDA) and maximum likelihood linear transforms
(MLLT) resulting in a 60-dimensional feature space.

In the multi-stream HMM decision fusion approach, the
single-modality observations are assumed generated by audio-
only and visual-only HMMs of identical topologies with class-
conditional emission probabilities Pa(oa,t |c) and Pv(ov,t |c),
respectively, where c ∈ C denotes the speech classes of interest
such as context-dependent sub-phonetic units. Both are mod-
eled as mixtures of Gaussian densities. Based on the assump-
tion that audio and visual streams are independent, we compute
the joint probability Pav(oav,t |c) as follows [2]:

Pav(oav,t |c) = Pa(oa,t |c)α × Pv(ov,t |c)1−α (1)

Exponent α is used to appropriately weight the contribution of
each stream, depending on the “relative confidence” of each
modality. Failure of either channel can be expected in any prac-
tical application, the visual channel is much more prone to fail-
ure. Although time-dependent α could be used to compensate
for these failures, we use a fixed α value.

3. MPE training for multi-stream AVSR
Throughout this paper we use the MPE objective function
(specifically we use the MPFE objective function given in [12])
which is the average of the frame phone accuracies of all possi-
ble sentences s, weighted by the posterior probability of s given
the model and observations:

FMPE(λ) =
PR

r=1

P
s P

κ
λ (s|Or)A(s, sr) (2)

where Pκ
λ (s|Or) is the posterior sentence probability

pλ(Or|s)κP (s)κP
u pλ(Or|u)κP (u)κ

of the hypothesized sentence s, where λ

represents the model parameters and Or the r’th sequence of
acoustic data. The sum in the denominator is usually approxi-
mated by a word lattice of alternate sentence hypotheses. The
function A(s, sr) is a frame level phone accuracy of a hypothe-
sis s given the reference sr , which was introduced in [12].

To adapt MPE training to audio-visual AVSR system, a nat-
ural way is to train the models for the audio and visual stream
independently of each other, i.e., we train the acoustic model
λa to optimize Fa

MPE(λa) and similarly for the visual stream.

Since in the decoding process the two features streams and mod-
els are used together we instead propose to train both the models
jointly by optimizing:

FMPE(λa, λv) =
PR

r=1

P
s P

κ
λa,λv

(s|Oa
r ,Ov

r )A(s, sr).
(3)

In calculating the scaled sentence posterior probabilities we use
a lattice generated by the joint audio-visual model and use the
joint model in all calculations on the lattice. Thus, we train pa-
rameters in each of the streams to complement the other stream.

The standard approach to optimizing the MPE objective
function Fa

MPE(λa), given by [13], calculates

γMPE
q (t) =

1

κ

∂FMPE

∂ log p(ot|q)
(4)

which is then used to update numerator statistics (if it is posi-
tive) or denominator statistics (if it is negative). In Equation 4,
q is a context-dependent HMM state. These statistics are then
used to update the model parameters using the standard EBW
parameter update equations. To do parameter updates of the
joint objective function in Equation 3, the only change we need
to make is to calculate γMPE

q (t) using the audio-visual model
operating on the audio-visual features and using a lattice gen-
erated with an audio-visual system. We then gather statistics
and perform updates on the audio and/or visual stream in the
standard manner.

4. fMPE training for multi-stream AVSR
fMPE is a form of discriminative training that optimizes the
same objective function as model MPE, but does so by trans-
forming the feature vectors as follows:

yt = ot +Mht, (5)

where ot are the original features on time t and yt the modified
features. ht are high dimensional features calculated at each
frame t, which are projected down with a matrix M. Matrix M
can be trained from a zero start (details see [13]).

In training the fMPE transform for audio-visual systems,
previous work [11] simply optimized the fMPE parameters in-
dependently for each stream. Lattices were generated separately
for the audio and visual streams, and for each feature stream the
gradient of the MPE objective function was calculated with re-
spect to the features in that stream.

In contrast, we consider the joint objective function given
in Equation 3 (now viewed as a function of the fMPE trans-
form parameters for the audio (Ma) and visual streams (Mv).
To evaluate the joint MPE objective a single set of lattices are
generated with joint audio-visual model. As in [13] , we up-
date parameters using a gradient update. We expand the partial
derivative of the MPE objective function with respect to, say the
visual feature stream, as:

∂FMPE

∂ov,t
=

X
q

∂FMPE

∂ log p(oav,t|q)
∂ log p(oav,t|q)

∂ov,t

= (1− λ)
X
q

∂FMPE

∂ log p(oav,t|q)
∂ log p(ov,t|q)

∂ov,t
.

The second term on the R.H.S above is further split up into
direct and indirect differentials (see [13]), and only involves the
video stream. The first term (which is the same as the term re-
quired in model MPE update) involves calculations using both
the audio and visual streams and uses lattices generated by an
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audio-visual combined decoder. Although in principle we can
jointly update audio and visual fMPE parameters, due to time
limitation we only implemented training of visual fMPE pa-
rameters using the joint procedure described above with audio
fMPE model trained using the standard fMPE training proce-
dure.

5. fMLLR for multi-stream AVSR
fMLLR is a widely used and effective adaptation technique for
reducing the mismatch between training and test conditions. In
fMLLR the feature o is transformed linearly to maximize the
likelihood of the testing data. In multi-stream AVSR applica-
tion, fMLLR transforms are estimated as follows [14]: let oa

denote the audio feature vector and ov denote the video feature
vector.„

ya

yv

«
=

„
A O
O V

« „
oa

ov

«
+

„
ba

bv

«
(6)

where A and V are fMLLR transformation matrices for audio
and visual stream respectively, and O is zero matrix. In standard
single stream fMLLR (the top block of (6) expressed as y =
Ao+ b) the objective function is [15]

Q(W) = log | detA| − 1/2
X
i

wT
i Giwi + kT

i wi (7)

where the mean and variance statistics ki and Gi respectively
are gathered from the adaptation data and wi = [aibi] is a vec-
tor made of the ith row of the transform A and the ith element
of b. In the case of multi-stream HMMs we have the same ob-
jective function except the statistics Gi and ki are gathered with
posterior calculated jointly using audio and visual streams.

6. Experimental setup and results
6.1. Experimental setup

Experiments are conducted on the audio-visual database col-
lected with the IBM infrared headset [5]. Our AVSR system
is built on 16kHz audio and 720x480 pixel resolution at 30 Hz
video. The data consists of a total of 107 subjects uttering ap-
proximately 35 random length connected digit sequences. We
split the 107 speakers in our infrared headset data into a training
set and a testing set: 87 speakers are used for training, and the
remaining 20 speakers are used for testing, and there is no over-
lap in speakers in the training and testing sets. The training data
has about 4 hours of speech, and the test data has around 1 hour
of speech with around 6300 digit words . Both training and test-
ing data have an average SNR of 20dB. In addition to this clean
test data which matches the training data, a noisy test set is built
by artificially corrupting the test set with additive “speech bab-
ble” noise resulting in an average SNR of 7dB. Recognition re-
sults are presented on both matched and mismatched noisy test
sets. The mismatched conditions are significantly more chal-
lenging and in the past gains from discriminative training have
not carried over to the mismatched conditions [11].

The baseline recognition system uses three-state, left-to-
right phonetic HMMs with 159 context-dependent states (the
context is cross-word, spanning up to 5 phones to either side)
and 2, 600 Gaussian mixture components with diagonal co-
variances. At the decision fusion step, we keep the stream
weights fixed, 0.8/0.7 for the clean/noisy audio stream respec-
tively. Since we don’t have an extra validation set, we fix
the MPE/fMPE training iteration number to 4 to avoid tuning
the results on the test set. Note that the only difference in data
between [11] and this one is 22KHz audio vs. 16KHz audio
format. We used different sizes of audio/visual models in [14].

System Match Noisy
A V AV A V AV

baseline 2.0 34.1 1.4 14.3 34.1 9.5
MPE 1.0 33.5 0.9 15.3 33.5 9.5

MPE VC 1.0 36.5 0.8 15.3 36.5 8.7
MPE J 1.0 38.5 0.7 16.2 38.5 8.6
fMPE 1.2 30.0 1.1 22.6 30.0 14.1

fMPE VC 1.2 39.1 1.0 22.6 39.1 13.9

Table 1: Comparison of baseline, various MPE and fMPE mod-
els.

6.2. Results

Results are presented as word error rate (WER) for audio-
only (A), visual-only (V) and multi-stream audio-visual (AV)
recognition. MPE A/V refers to A/V models trained sepa-
rately, MPE VC refers to A/V models trained as follows: train
MPE A model first, then use MPE A model combined with V
model (initially maximum-likelihood trained) to train the MPE
V model. MPE J refers to MPE models trained jointly for A and
V. Same notations refer to corresponding fMPE models (though
fMPE J is not done due to time constraint).

Tables 1 gives comparison of baseline models and various
trained MPE/fMPE models. On the matched test data, first no-
ticed is the huge relative gain of 50% from MPE A model com-
pared to the baseline A model. By comparison MPE V model
only shows tiny gain over the baseline V model. In total there
is still 36% gain for AV performance from MPE models. In
comparison, MPE VC trained V model degrades 7% from the
baseline V model. However, since it is trained combined with
MPE A model, the overall AV performance improves 43% over
baseline, 11% more on top of the MPE separately trained A/V
models. The best results come from MPE J: trained V model
degrades even more, i.e. 13% from the baseline V model. How-
ever, since it is trained jointly with A model, the overall AV
performance improves 50% over baseline, 22% more on top of
the MPE separately trained A/V models.

On the mismatched noisy condition, MPE A model does
not help, in fact degrades a little (7%) from the baseline. Overall
the MPE AV model performance stays the same as the baseline
maximum likelihood system performance. However, MPE VC
and MPE J still shows 8% and 9% relative improvement on the
MPE AV performance, even though both A/V degrade 7% and
13% from the baselines. This suggests relative robustness of
jointly trained AV MPE models on mismatched test data.

For fMPE models there is reasonable relative gain on the
matched test data: 40% for audio-only, and more than 20% for
AV. There is 15% egradation from fMPE VC V model, how-
ever, fMPE VC models still adds additional 9% on top of fMPE
models for the AV performance.

Overall fMPE is not as good as MPE. In fact, when au-
dio fMPE is followed by MPE, the performance on audio-only
is still not as good as MPE A model (1.1% vs. 1.0%). Thus
we did not report any other results on fMPE+MPE. The gains
from fMPE do not carry over to the mismatched test condition,
however, while MPE models have much better results on the
mismatched test data, with over 8% relative improvement over
the baseline AV number. Since discriminatively trained mod-
els seem to perform relatively poorly in mismatched conditions,
we investigate how fMLLR adaptation can compensate for the
mismatch and boost the performance of discriminatively trained
models on mismatched test data.

There are two ways of adapting MPE/fMPE models us-
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System First Second
A V AV A V AV

baseline 4.8 27.0 3.7 – – –
MPE 4.7 20.5 3.3 4.4 25.0 3.2

MPE VC 4.3 25.9 2.6 4.4 28.3 2.7
MPE J 4.4 31.4 2.8 4.4 29.7 2.6
fMPE 16.0 24.4 10.4 4.8 23.4 3.2

fMPE VC 16.1 34.6 10.7 4.8 32.5 3.0

Table 2: fMLLR adaptation of baseline, MPE and fMPE models
on noisy data.

ing fMLLR. The first way is to compute fMLLR transforms
on top of MPE/fMPE models (we note it as MPE+fMLLR and
fMPE+fMLLR). Since fMLLR transform is estimated to maxi-
mize the likelihood of the test data, it could in some sense nul-
lify the discriminative training in MPE/fMPE models. Thus, the
second way to use fMLLR is to compute fMLLR on the baseline
ML model and decode MPE/fMPE models on the transformed
features (we note it as fMLLR+MPE or fMLLR+fMPE). Note
all fMLLR transforms are computed using unsupervised tran-
scripts from AV ML models and combined AV scores as ex-
plained in Section 5.

Table 2 presents fMLLR results on baseline, MPE and
fMPE models. We see the effectiveness of fMLLR on the base-
line models, with relative improvement of 61% (from 9.5% →
3.7%), as we have seen in [14]. Again MPE J+fMLLR has
worst visual results. It improves overall AV performance with a
gain of 24% relative to baseline+fMLLR, however. This repre-
sents a gain of 15% relative to MPE+fMLLR system. Surpris-
ingly MPE VC+fMLLR has the best AV result.

On the other hand, both fMPE+fMLLR and
fMPE VC+fMLLR fail terribly. This is due to the fact
that fMPE trained on the clean data does not generalize well
to the noisy data, as seen in Table 1. Although fMLLR does
improve fMPE models from 22.6% → 16.0%, the overall AV
results are still 10% worse than the baseline. Therefore, we
would take the second approach to adapt fMPE models.

For the second way of adapting MPE/fMPE models, all
share the same fMLLR transforms computed jointly from base-
line (maximum likelihood) A/V models. fMLLR+MPE J
has best performance of audio, weakest performance of vi-
sual, overall AV performance gains 30% relative to base-
line+fMLLR, which is a 19% improvement relative to fM-
LLR+MPE. This time though, fMPE models show comparable
gains to MPE models: fMLLR+fMPE VC models achieve 19%
relative gain on AV results, which is a gain of 6% relative to fM-
LLR+fMPE, the separately trained fMPE models.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we propose an effective way to jointly train audio-
visual models and feature transforms discriminatively using the
MPE objective function. We have shown how to incorporate
combined AV models in the process of MPE/fMPE training.
We show from experimental results that this approach is better
than training audio and visual stream models and feature trans-
forms separately. Although the visual-only performance de-
grades using this approach of training, the overall multi-stream
AVSR performance improves significantly in all cases. On the
matched test conditions, we obtain 50%/30% relative gain from
joint training MPE/fMPE systems relative to the maximum-
likelihood AVSR baseline. This represents a gain of 22%/9%

relative to AV MPE/fMPE models trained independently on
each stream. On the mismatched noisy test data, we adapt the
discriminative models using multi-stream feature-space maxi-
mum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) to compensate for
some of the mismatch. Again, our jointly trained MPE/fMPE
systems achieve significant gains. We get 30%/19% gains us-
ing joint training for MPE/fMPE systems relative to baseline
fMLLR adapted AV models, which is a gain of 21%/6% rela-
tive to the corresponding models with the streams trained inde-
pendently.

It is encouraging that our proposed combined AV trained
MPE models perform very well on matched test data as well
as mismatched test data, although fMPE models still suffer the
problem of generalization as observed in [11]. We will imple-
ment combined AV fMPE training and see whether this prob-
lem still persists. Since these results are obtained on a relatively
small task, we are currently experimenting on a 50-hour dataset
for large-vocabulary speech recognition task with the same in-
frared headset.
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